
Recommended For Ages 5-12 and Sweeper Drivers



1-800-448.9364
www.nitehawksweepers.com



Here at Nite-Hawk we work
hard but also play hard. In this

industry it’s essential to have a good
senseof humor to put up with the garbage

(pun intended). That’s why we think one of our
advantages is that we like to have fun. If you’ve
been working too hard - we think you deserve
a break! Try any of these activities or go to

our website and play our online game-
Sweeper Madness.  Enjoy!



It’s
Hammer

Time!

DRESS YOUR VERY OWN SWEEPER DRIVER
Cut the items out on the dotted line and have fun playing dress-up!
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PICTURE PHRASES
Why do people buy auxiliary engine sweepers? What is calculus used for? What are hot dogs really
made of? Decode the picture phrases below to find out answers to the mysteries of the universe.



FIND THE TRUE SWEEPER DRIVER
Put your detective skills to the test and identify the true sweeper driver. Here are a few hints:
1. He’s half asleep.  2. He drinks coffee.  3. He wears a hat and belt buckle.  4. He’s born to rock!



MAZE
Navigate through the maze of trash using the North Star, your GPS, the Force, or just dumb luck.

END



DECODE THE SECRET MESSAGE
Identify the items below to decode our secret — why we know we’re the best in the industry.



SWEEPER DRIVER BINGO
Mark the boxes when you see one of the items on a parking lot. But please, not as you’re driving.
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Traffic Cone Moon Doughnut Mouse or Rat No Smoking Sign

Police CarSatellite DishTraffic LightBag of Trash

Spray Paint Crossing Sign Raptor Truck Curb Broom

Shooting StarMailbox on PostShoes on WireMotor OilDumpster

Nite-Hawk Logo Airplane Black Cat Barber Pole UFO

Banana Peel



MEN AT WORK - PICTURE CROSSWORD
Identify the words in the crossword from the sweeper-themed pictures below.
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CLEAN THE LOTS IN THE SHORTEST DISTANCE
Try to clean all of the lots in the shorest distance possible (count the dots for accuracy)



1 2 3

MATCH THE TRASH!
Find the pile of trash that matches the contents of the Nite-Hawk Sweeper hopper.



COMPLETE THE SWEEPER DRIVER



UNTANGLE THE GAS LINE
Which hose leads to the pump? (Hint: Its not offshore drilling or OPEC)



BIRD OF PREY WORD SEARCH
Use your “hunting” skills and search out what makes a Raptor so successful.
Hint: words can be found forwards, backwards, or diagonally.



GIT’ER DUN! SWEEPER MADNESS BOARD GAME

Al

DarrelCletus

Bud

Instead of rolling the dice for this game all you need is a coin...
Heads = 2 spaces on the board, Tails is only worth 1.
As far as determining who goes first, try rock paper scissors or something. We can’t do everything.

START
‘EM UP!

YOU ARE
NOT THE
LOSER!
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COLORING PAGE
Customize your very own Nite-Hawk Sweeper.



COMPLETE THE SWEEPER DRIVER



HUNT FOR THE HIDDEN OBJECTS BELOW

Our logo      donut           rat           barf       money          UFO        severed limb     Tracy’s crutch



MAKE A NITE-HAWK SWEEPER
Cut on the dotted lines, fold on the solid lines, and glue flaps to make your very own sweeper truck!
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FOLD FLAPS AND GLUE HERE FOLD FLAPS AND GLUE HERE

FOLD FLAPS
AND GLUE HERE

FOLD FLAPS
AND GLUE HERE



COLORING PAGE
Our new Raptor Truck is HOT!



Once upon a time there lived a nitehawk sweeper driver named ______________. It was his

job to sweep the ______________

buddy ______________'s shift to sweep the ______________.  He loved ______________

others. When he reached ______________ he was shocked ______________ lying in

______________.  He ______________ out of his sweeper and tried to ______________ it. All of

a sudden it ______________ at him. The driver immediately ______________.  He got back

into his cab and ______________ ______________.  He

needed to get to work and ______________ this lot or his buddy would ______________ him.

It was really late and very dark and he was ______________.  Never the less the job had to be

done.  He took a ______________ break and bought himself a ______________. This should

______________ shift.  No such luck. It tasted

like ______________, causing him to ______________ and ______________ uncontrollably.

From now on he would stick to his own shift and everybody else could go and

______________ themselves.
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